
Teal Army rallies support for Cervical Cancer Awareness 

Providing free lectures, limited free 

Pap smears, the formation of a Teal 

Army and hosting a Teal Day were just 

some of the amazing initiatives 

conducted by The Trinidad and Tobago 

Cancer Society for Cervical Cancer 

Awareness month.  

The Society’s Education and 

Communications Officer Ms. Kimlin 

Harrilal notes that the twin island has 

really rallied around the cause, helping 

to increase awareness and encourage 

screening. The creation of the Teal Army via social media; Facebook and Twitter, allowed the 

public to share photos of activities and display their teal and white, the official colours for 

cervical cancer awareness. Women who submitted their Teal Army pictures were in for a 

surprise as they were offered free screening.  

The management and staff of the Society dubbed January 20th ‘Teal Day’ and asked everyone to 

show their support for those who are afflicted by the disease. The staff definitely showed 

solidarity as both clinical and administrative employees wore teal. This initiative quickly caught 

on as other organizations hosted their very own ‘Teal Day/Teal Army’ activities.  

On January 24th, Bishop Anstey Junior School (BAJS) launched their carnival theme – ‘It starts 

with 'i' - with a magnificent teal display in support of the TTCS Teal Army cervical cancer 

awareness drive. The kids and staff dressed in teal and created a human Teal Army ribbon inside 

of a heart. An age appropriate awareness session was also conducted with the children.   

The Society’s mobile screening unit facilitated screening throughout Trinidad upon request, 

providing Pap smears at a reduced cost. The TTCS is continuously working on increasing cervical 

cancer awareness in Trinidad and Tobago and encouraging women to take control of their 

health by getting educated and most importantly, getting screened.  

The Trinidad and Tobago Cancer Society is located at 62, Rosalino Street in Woodbrook. 

Appointments for Pap smears and other procedures can be made by simply calling toll free 800-

TTCS (8827). 

 


